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Abstract

Dependency parsing aims to extract syntac-001
tic dependency structure or semantic depen-002
dency structure for sentences. Existing meth-003
ods suffer the drawbacks of lacking univer-004
sality or highly relying on the auxiliary de-005
coder. To remedy these drawbacks, we pro-006
pose to achieve universal and schema-free De-007
pendency Parsing (DP) via Sequence Gener-008
ation (SG) DPSG by utilizing only the pre-009
trained language model (PLM) without any010
auxiliary structures or parsing algorithms. We011
first explore different serialization designing012
strategies for converting parsing structures into013
sequences. Then we design dependency units014
and concatenate these units into the sequence015
for DPSG. Thanks to the high flexibility of the016
sequence generation, our DPSG can achieve017
both syntactic DP and semantic DP using a sin-018
gle model. By concatenating the prefix to in-019
dicate the specific schema with the sequence,020
our DPSG can even accomplish the multi-021
schemata parsing. The effectiveness of our022
DPSG is demonstrated by the experiments on023
widely used DP benchmarks, i.e., PTB, CODT,024
SDP15, and SemEval16. DPSG achieves com-025
parable results with the first-tier methods on026
all the benchmarks and even the state-of-the-027
art (SOTA) performance in CODT and Se-028
mEval16. This paper demonstrates our DPSG029
has the potential to be a new parsing paradigm.030
We will release our codes upon acceptance.031

1 Introduction032

Dependency Parsing (DP), which aims to extract033

the structural information beneath sentences, is fun-034

damental in understanding natural languages. It035

benefits a wide range of Natural Language Pro-036

cessing (NLP) applications, such as machine trans-037

lation (Bugliarello and Okazaki, 2020), question038

answering (Teney et al., 2017), and information re-039

trieval (Chandurkar and Bansal, 2017). As shown040

in Figure 1, dependency parsing predicts for each041

word the existence and dependency relation with042
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Figure 1: Parsing “Ms. Haag plays Elianti .” according
to the Stanford syntactic dependency structure (Man-
ning et al., 2014) and the PSD semantic dependency
structure (Oepen et al., 2014). They are further con-
verted into unified serialized representations.

other words according to a pre-defined schema. 043

Such dependency structure is represented in tree or 044

directed acyclic graph, which can be converted into 045

flattened sequence, as presented in this paper. 046

The field of dependency parsing develops three 047

main categories of paradigms: graph-based meth- 048

ods (Dozat and Manning, 2017), transition-based 049

methods (Ma et al., 2018), and sequence-based 050

methods (Li et al., 2018). While prospering with 051

these methods, dependency parsing shows three 052

trends now. 1) New Schema. Recent works 053

extend dependency parsing from syntactic DP 054

(SyDP) to semantic DP (SeDP) with many new 055

schemata (Oepen et al., 2014; Che et al., 2012). 2) 056

Cross-Domain. Corpora from different domains 057

facilitate the research on cross-domain dependency 058

parsing (Peng et al., 2019; Li et al., 2019). 3) PLM. 059

With the development of pre-trained language mod- 060

els (PLM)s, researchers manage to enable PLMs 061

on dependency task and successfully achieve the 062

new state-of-the-art (SOTA) results (Fernández- 063
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González and Gómez-Rodríguez, 2020; Gan et al.,064

2021). However, there are still two main issues.065

Lacking Universality. Although there are many066

successful parsers, most of them are schema-067

specific and have limitations, e.g., sequence-based068

parsers (Vacareanu et al., 2020) are only suitable069

for SyDP. Thus, these methods require re-training070

before being adapted to another schema.071

Relying on Extra Decoder. Previous parsers072

usually produce the parsing results employing an073

extra decoding module, such as a biaffine network074

for score calculation (Dozat and Manning, 2017)075

and a neural transducer for decision making (Zhang076

et al., 2019). These modules cannot be pre-trained077

and learn the dependency relation merely from the078

training corpora. Thus, only part of these models079

generalizes to sentences of different domains.080

To address these issues, we propose schema-081

free Dependency Parsing via Sequence Generation082

(DPSG). The core idea is to find a unified unam-083

biguous serialized representation for both syntac-084

tic and semantic dependency structures. Then an085

encoder-decoder PLM is learned to generate the086

parsing results following the serialized represen-087

tation, without the need for an additional decoder.088

That is, our parser can achieve its function using089

one original PLM (without any modification), and090

thus is entirely pre-trained. Furthermore, by adding091

a prefix to the serialized representation, DPSG pro-092

vides a principled way to pack different schemata093

into a single model.094

In particular, DPSG consists of three key compo-095

nents. The Serializer is responsible for converting096

between the dependency structure and the serial-097

ized representation. The Positional Prompt pattern098

provides supplementary word position information099

in the input sentence to facilitate the sequence gen-100

eration process. The encoder-decoder PLM with101

added special tokens performs the parsing task102

via sequence generation. The main advantages of103

DPSG comparing with previous paradigms are sum-104

marized in Table 1. Our DPSG accomplishes DP105

for different schemata, unifies multiple schemata106

without training multiple models, and transfers the107

overall model to different domains.108

We conduct experiments on 4 popular DP bench-109

marks: PTB, CODT, SDP15, and SemEval16.110

DPSG performs generally well on different DP. It111

significantly outperforms the baselines on cross-112

domain (CODT) and Chinese SeDP (SemEval16)113

corpora, and achieves comparable results on the114

Paradigms SyDP SeDP
Multi-

Schema
Unsupervised
Cross-Domain

Transition
Graph
Sequence
DPSG

Table 1: Summary of the previous parsing paradigms
and DPSG. means “can be directly used in this sce-
nario", means “can be used in this scenario after
modification", means “can partially generalize to
this scenario", and means “cannot be used in this
scenario".

other two benchmarks, which further shows that 115

our DPSG has the potential to be a new paradigm 116

for dependency parsing. 117

2 Preliminaries 118

We formally introduce the dependency parsing task 119

and the encoder-decoder PLM, and the correspond- 120

ing notations. This paper uses bold lower case let- 121

ters, blackboard letters, and bold upper case letters 122

to denote sequences, sets, and functions, respec- 123

tively. Elements in the sequence and the sets are 124

enclosed in parentheses and braces, respectively. 125

2.1 Dependency Parsing 126

A pre-defined dependency schema is a set of rela- 127

tions R. Dependency parsing takes a sentence x = 128

(w1, w2, ..., wn) as input, where wi is the ith word 129

in the sentence. It outputs the set of dependency 130

pairs y = (p1, p2, ..., pn), where pi =
{(

rji , h
j
i

)}
131

denotes the dependency pair of the ith word wi. We 132

use hji and rji to denote the jth head word of wi and 133

their relation. POS(w) denotes the position of the 134

specific word w in the input sentence. 135

Syntactic Dependency Parsing (SyDP) analy- 136

ses the grammatical dependency relations. The 137

parsing result of SyDP is a tree structure called 138

the syntactic parsing tree. In the SyDP, each non- 139

root word has exactly one head word, which means 140

|pi| = 1 if wi is the not root word. 141

Semantic Dependency Parsing (SeDP) fo- 142

cuses on representing the deep-semantic relation 143

between words. Each word in SeDP is allowed to 144

have multiple (even no) head words. This leads 145

to the result of SeDP being a directed acyclic 146

graph called Semantic Dependency Graph. Fig- 147

ure 1 shows the difference between SyDP and 148

SeDP, where SyDP produces a tree while SeDP 149
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Figure 2: This figure shows the overall framework of DPSG. The PSD semantic dependency structure of “Ms.
Haag plays Elianti .” is converted into the serialized representation by the Serializer. The Positional Prompt
module injects positional information into the input sentence, and the PLM is responsible for generating the results.

produces a graph.150

2.2 Pre-trained Language Model151

PLMs are usually stacks of attention blocks of152

Transformer (Vaswani et al., 2017). Some PLMs153

that consist of encoder blocks only (e.g., BERT (De-154

vlin et al., 2019)) are not capable of sequence gener-155

ation. This paper focuses on PLMs having both en-156

coder blocks and decoder blocks, such as T5 (Raf-157

fel et al., 2020) and BART (Lewis et al., 2020).158

An encoder-decoder PLM takes a sequence159

s = (s1, ..., sn) as input, and outputs a sequence160

PLM(s) = o = (o1, ..., om). Each PLM has an161

associated vocabulary V, which is a set of tokens162

that can be directly accepted and embedded by the163

PLM. The PLM first splits the input sequence into164

tokens in the vocabulary with a subword tokeniza-165

tion algorithm, such as SentencePieces (Kudo and166

Richardson, 2018). Then, the tokens are mapped167

into vectors by looking up the embedding table.168

The attention blocks digest the embedded sequence169

and generate the output sequence.170

3 Method171

DPSG leverages a PLM to parse the dependency re-172

lation of a sentence by sequence generation. There-173

fore, the Serializer converts the dependency struc-174

ture into a serialized representation that meets the175

output format of the PLM (Section 3.1). The Po-176

sitional Prompt injects word position information177

into the input sentence so as to avoid numerical178

reasoning (Section 3.2). The PLM is modified by179

adding special tokens introduced by the Serializer180

and the Positional Prompt (Section 3.3). Figure 2181

illustrates the overall framework.182

3.1 Serializer for Dependency Structure 183

The Serializer S : (x,y) 7→ t is a function that 184

maps sentence x and its corresponding dependency 185

pairs y into a serialized representation t, which 186

servers as the target output to fine-tune the language 187

model. The Inverse Serializer S−1 : (x,o) 7→ y 188

converts the output o of the PLM into dependency 189

pairs to meet the output requirement of the DP task. 190

Specifically, the Serializer S decomposes depen- 191

dency pairs,
{(

hji , r
j
i

)}
∈ y, into smaller de- 192

pendency units by scattering the dependent word 193

wi into each of its head word, which forms the 194

following triplets set:
{
(wi, r

j
i , h

j
i )
}

. Then, it 195

replaces each relation rji with a special token1 196[
REL

(
rji

)]
∈ R, where R is a set of special to- 197

kens for all different relations. The head word hji 198

is substituted by its position in the input sentence 199

x, denoted as POS
(
hji

)
. The target serialized rep- 200

resentation t = S(x) concatenates all the depen- 201

dency units with split token [SPT] as the following: 202(
...
[
SPT
]
wi

[
REL

(
rji

) ]
POS

(
hji

)
︸ ︷︷ ︸

one dependency unit

[
SPT
]
...
)

203

The Inverse Serialzer S−1 restores the dependency 204

structure from the serialized representation by sub- 205

stituting the special token
[
REL

(
rji

)]
with the 206

original relation and indexing the head with its 207

position POS
(
hji

)
in the input sentence x. 208

There are two issues in the Serializer designing: 209

1Brackets indicate special tokens out of vocabulary V.
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Word Ambiguity. It is highly possible to have210

words, especially function words, appear multiple211

times in one sentence, e.g., there are more than 72%212

sentences in Penn Treebank (Marcus et al., 1993)213

have repeated words. We take two measures for214

word disambiguation in a dependency unit: (1) To215

disambiguate head word, the Serializer represents216

the head word by its position, rather than the word217

itself; (2) To disambiguate dependent word, the Se-218

rializer arranges dependency units by order of the219

dependent word in the input sentence x, rather than220

topological ordering or depth/breadth first search221

ordering of the dependency graph. The Inverse Se-222

rializer scans x and o simultaneously so as to refer223

the corresponding dependent word to x.224

Isolated Words. There are dependency schemata225

allowing for isolated words which have neither226

head words nor dependency relations with other227

words, e.g., the period mark in the SeDP results228

shown in Figure 1. Note that the isolated words229

are different from the root word, as the root word230

is the head word of itself. One direct solution is231

to remove the isolated words from the serialized232

representation. However, this will result in incon-233

sistencies between x and t, which complicates the234

word disambiguation. Thus, We use special token235

[NO] to denote such isolation relation and word no236

to represent the position of the virtual head word.237

3.2 Positional Prompt for Input Sentence238

As Section 3.1 mentions, representing the head239

words by their positions is an important scheme240

for head word disambiguation. However, PLMs241

are less skilled at numerical reasoning (Geva et al.,242

2020). We also empirically find it difficult for the243

PLM to learn the positional information of each244

word from scratch. Thus, we inject Positional245

Prompt (PP) for each word, which converts the246

positional encoding problem into generating the247

position number in the input, rather than counting248

for each word.249

In particular, given the input sentence x, the250

positional prompt is the position number of each251

word wi wrapped with two special tokens [PID] and252

[SPT]. [PID] marks the beginning of the position253

number and prevents the tokenization algorithms254

from falsely taking the position prompt as part of255

the previous word. [SPT] separates the position256

number from the next word. They also provide257

word segmentation information for some languages,258

such as Chinese. After the conversion, we have the259

input sequence in the following form: 260

s = w1 [PID] 1 [SPT] w2 [PID] 2 [SPT] · · · 261

For brevity, we denote the above process as a func- 262

tion PP : x 7→ s that maps input sentence into 263

sequence with positional prompt. 264

3.3 PLM for Sequence Generation 265

Both Serializer and Positional Prompt introduce 266

special tokens that are out of the original vocab- 267

ulary V, including the relation tokens in R, the 268

separation tokens [PID], [SPT], and the special rela- 269

tion token [NO]. Before training, these tokens are 270

added to the vocabulary, and their corresponding 271

embeddings are randomly initialized from the same 272

distribution as other tokens. As we should notice, 273

these special tokens are expected to undertake dif- 274

ferent semantics. PLM thus treats them as trainable 275

variables and learns their semantics during training. 276

With all the three components of DPSG, input 277

sentence is first converted into sequence with po- 278

sitional prompt: s = PP(x). The sequence is 279

further fed into the PLM and get the sequence out- 280

put with the maximum probability: o = PLM(s). 281

The final predicted dependency structure is recov- 282

ered via the Inverse Serializer: y′ = S−1(o). 283

The training objective aims to maximize the like- 284

lihood of the ground truth dependency structure. To 285

do so, we take the serialized dependency structure 286

as the target and minimize the auto-regressive lan- 287

guage model loss. We can further enhance the un- 288

supervised cross-domain capacity of DPSG with in- 289

termediate fine-tuning (IFT) (Pruksachatkun et al., 290

2020; Chang and Lu, 2021). Before training on the 291

dependency parsing, the intermediate fine-tuning 292

uses the unlabeled sentences in the target domain 293

and continues to train the PLM in source domain. 294

4 Experiments 295

4.1 Evaluation Setups 296

4.1.1 Datasets 297

We evaluate DPSG on the following 4 widely used 298

benchmarks for both SyDP and SeDP. We show 299

more details about datasets in Appendix A. 300

• Penn Treebank (PTB) (Marcus et al., 1993) is 301

the most proverbial benchmark for SyDP. 302

• Chinese Open Dependency Treebank (CODT) 303

(Li et al., 2019) aims to evaluate the cross-domain 304

SyDP capacity of the parser. It includes a bal- 305

anced corpus (BC) for training, and three other 306
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corpora gathering from different domains for test-307

ing: product blogs (PB), popular novel “Zhu308

Xian” (ZX), and product comments (PC).309

• BroadCoverage Semantic Dependency Pars-310

ing dataset (SDP15) (Oepen et al., 2014) anno-311

tates English SeDP sentences with three different312

schemata, named as DM, PAS, and PSD. It pro-313

vides both in-domain (ID) and out-of-domain314

(OOD) evaluation datasets. The schema of315

SDP15 allows for isolated words.316

• Chinese semantic Dependency Parsing dataset317

(SDP16) (Che et al., 2012) is a Chinese SeDP318

benchmark. The sentences are gathered from319

News (NEWS) and textbook (TEXT). The320

schema of SemEval16 allows for multiple head321

words but does not have isolated words.322

4.1.2 Evaluation Metrics323

Following the conventions, we use unlabeled at-324

tachment score (UAS) and labeled attachment score325

(LAS) for SyDP. We use labeled attachment F1326

Score (LF) on SDP15 of SeDP. For SeDP on Se-327

mEval16, we use unlabeled attachment F1 (UF)328

and labeled attachment F1 (LF). All the results are329

presented in percentages (%).330

4.1.3 Implementations331

We use T5-base (Raffel et al., 2020) and mT5-332

base (Xue et al., 2021) as the backbone PLM for333

English dependency parsing and Chinese depen-334

dency parsing, respectively. In particular, we use335

their V1.1 checkpoints, which are only pre-trained336

on unlabeled sentences, so as to keep the PLM un-337

biased. In order to focus on the parsing capability338

of PLM itself, we do not use additional information,339

such as part-of-speech (pos) tagging and character340

embedding (Wang and Tu, 2020; Gan et al., 2021).341

The PLM is implemented with Huggingface342

Transformers (Wolf et al., 2020). The learning343

rate is 4e−5, weight decay is 1e−5. The optimizer344

is AdamW (Loshchilov and Hutter, 2019). We345

conduct all the experiments on Tesla V100.346

4.2 Baselines347

We divide baselines into three main categories348

based on their domain of expertise. Note that al-349

most all baselines use the additional lexical-level350

feature (including pos tagging, character-level em-351

bedding, and other pre-trained word embeddings),352

which is different from our DPSG. We supplement353

more details about baselines in Appendix B.354

In-domain SyDP. Biaffine (Dozat and Man- 355

ning, 2017), StackPTR (Ma et al., 2018), and 356

CRF2O (Zhang et al., 2020) introduce specially de- 357

signed parsing modules without PLM. CVT (Clark 358

et al., 2018), MP2O (Wang and Tu, 2020), and 359

MRC (Gan et al., 2021) are recently proposed PLM- 360

based dependency parser. SeqNMT (Li et al., 2018), 361

SeqViable (Strzyz et al., 2019), and PaT (Vacareanu 362

et al., 2020) cast dependency parsing as sequence 363

labeling task, which is closely related to our se- 364

quence generation method. 365

Unsupervised Cross-domain SyDP. Peng et al. 366

(2019) and Li et al. (2019) modify the Biaffine for 367

the unsupervised cross-domain DP. SSADP (Lin 368

et al., 2021) relies on extra domain adaptation steps. 369

In the PLM era, Li et al. (2019) propose ELMo- 370

Biaffine with IFT on unlabeled target domain data. 371

SeDP. Dozat and Manning (2018) modify Bi- 372

affine for SeDP. BS-IT (Wang et al., 2018) is a 373

transition-based semantic dependency parser with 374

incremental Tree-LSTM. HIT-SCIR (Che et al., 375

2019) solves the SeDP with a BERT based ipeline. 376

BERT+Flair2 (He and D. Choi, 2020) augments the 377

Biaffine model with BERT and Flair (Akbik et al., 378

2018) embedding. Pointer (Fernández-González 379

and Gómez-Rodríguez, 2020) combines transition- 380

based parser with Pointer Network. It is also 381

augmented with a Convolutional Neural Network 382

(CNN) encoder for the character-level feature. 383

4.3 Main Results 384

4.3.1 DPSG is Schema-Free 385

The schema-free characteristics of DPSG are re- 386

flected by the following two perspectives. 387

Towards Specific Schema. DPSG obtains the 388

SOTA performance on both CODT in Table 5 and 389

SemEval16 in Table 3, and achieves the first-tier 390

even among methods used additional lexical-level 391

features on PTB in Table 2 and SDP15 in Table 4. 392

For in-domain SyDP in Table 2, DPSG outperforms 393

all the previous sequence-based methods, and per- 394

forms sightly lower than MRC, which uses contex- 395

tual interactive pos tagging, by 0.45% in LAS. 396

For SeDP in Table 3, DPSG ourperforms BERT 397

+Flair to a large margin on SemEval16, achieves 398

3.55% performances gain on NEWS, and 1.95% 399

performance gain on TEXT with regard to LF. 400

DPSG also outperforms the PLM-based pipeline 401

HIT-SCIR on SDP15 (Table 4), but sightly lower 402

2They use different pre-processing scripts on SDP15, thus
are not comparable with DPSG and other baselines on SDP15.
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Features Method (PLM) UAS LAS

Char CRF2O 96.14 94.49
POS Biaffine 95.74 94.08
POS StackPTR 95.87 94.19

Char+POS †MP2O (BERT-large) 96.91 95.34
POS †MRC (RoBERTa-large) 97.24 95.49
POS †CVT (CVT) 96.60 95.00

POS ‡SeqNMT 92.08 94.11
POS ‡SeqViable 93.67 91.72
POS †‡PaT (BERT-base) 95.87 94.66

- †‡DPSG (T5-base) 96.48 95.04
- †‡DPSG (Multi) 96.25 94.85

Table 2: Results on PTB for SyDP. Features means
these methods use additional lexical-level information,
such as character embedding (Char) or part of speech
tagging (POS). ‡ means this method belongs to se-
quence based methods. † means this method use PLM,
and the used PLM as listed in parenthesis.

Method
NEWS TEXT

UF LF UF LF

BS-IT 81.14 63.30 85.71 72.92
BERT+Flair 82.92 67.27 91.10 80.41

DPSG 84.31 70.82 90.97 82.36

Table 3: Experimental results on SemEval16.

than Pointer, which applies additional CNN to en-403

code the character-level embeddings. We also ob-404

serve that DPSG and the Pointer have the largest405

gap in the PSD schema of SDP15. This is caused406

in that PSD has much more relation labels than the407

other schemata (Peng et al., 2017), which increases408

the search space of our generation model.409

Towards Multi-Schemata. Furthermore, we410

design the multi-schemata experiment. We mix411

PTB and SDP15 by concatenating a prefix to the412

input text to distinguish different schemata. To pre-413

vent data leakage, we filter out sentences from the414

training set of PTB, which also appear in the test set415

of SDP15. As DPSG (Multi) uses less training data416

for PTB, it performs worse than DPSG in Table 2.417

DPSG (Multi) in Table 4 outperforms Pointer by418

1.49% in ID evaluation of the PAS schema, 0.05%419

in ID evaluation of the DM schema, and achieves al-420

most the same performance with Pointer in ID eval-421

uation of the PSD schema. The improvement over422

schema-specific model is most obvious on PAS. It423

could be because the PAS schema is more similar424

to the syntax schema (Peng et al., 2017), thus it425

Method (ID) DM PAS PSD

BS-IT 90.30 91.70 78.60
Biaffine 93.70 93.90 81.00
†HIT-SCIR (BERT-base) 92.90 94.40 81.60
†Pointer (BERT-base) 94.40 95.10 82.60
†DPSG 93.96 94.26 81.98
†DPSG (Multi) 94.45 96.59 82.25

Method (OOD) DM PAS PSD

BS-IT 84.90 87.60 75.90
Biaffine 88.90 90.60 79.40
†HIT-SCIR (BERT-base) 89.20 92.40 81.00
†Pointer (BERT-base) 91.00 93.40 82.00
†DPSG 90.47 92.38 80.04
†DPSG (Multi) 90.70 92.31 79.65

Table 4: Experimental results on SDP15 in terms of
LF. DPSG (PTB) means the parameters are initialized
from another DPSG trained on PTB. † means the model
utilizing PLM.

benefits more from PTB. This multi-schemata ap- 426

proach also provides a new method to explore the 427

inner connection between SyDP and SeDP. 428

4.3.2 Unsupervised Cross-domain 429

Table 5 demonstrates the outstanding transferability 430

of DPSG. We implement DPSG with and without 431

IFT on the target domain. DPSG with IFT achieves 432

the new SOTA, with a boosting of 5.06%, 7.21% 433

and 10.49% in terms of LAS on PB, ZX, and PC, 434

compared to ELMo with IFT. DPSG is completely 435

trained during IFT. While the additional biaffine 436

module of ELMo cannot benefit from the unlabeled 437

sentences from the target domain. 438

5 Analysis 439

This section studies whether there is better imple- 440

mentation for DPSG. We are particularly interested 441

in: 1) the designing of the Serializer, 2) the effect 442

of the introduced special tokens, and 3) the choice 443

of the PLM model. We use PTB as the benchmark 444

and compare DPSG introduced in Section 3 with 445

many other possible choices. The results of these 446

exploratory experiments are shown in Table 6. 447

5.1 Serializer Designing 448

Tree, as the well-studied data structure for syntac- 449

tic dependency parsing, has several other serializa- 450

tion methods to be converted into serialized repre- 451

sentations. We explore the serializer designing of 452

the tree structure in DPSG with two other widely 453
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Category Model
BC→ PB BC→ ZX BC→ PC Average

UAS LAS UAS LAS UAS LAS UAS LAS

w/o PLM
Biaffine 67.75 60.95 69.41 61.55 39.95 26.96 59.04 49.82
SSADP 68.55 61.59 70.82 63.61 41.10 27.67 60.16 50.96

w/ PLM
ELMo-Biaffine w/ IFT 77.15 71.54 74.68 67.51 53.04 39.48 68.29 59.51

DPSG w/o IFT 78.86 73.28 75.74 69.42 54.00 41.98 69.53 61.56
DPSG w/ IFT 81.74 76.60 80.73 74.77 62.44 49.97 74.97 67.11

Table 5: Results on CODT for unsupervised cross-domain SyDP.

Metric DPSG Prufer Bracket

UAS 96.48 85.53↓10.95 95.37↓1.11
LAS 95.04 83.72↓11.32 93.76↓1.28

Metric DPSG-pos DPSG-rel DPSGBART

UAS 95.20↓1.28 93.88↓2.60 86.35↓10.13
LAS 93.17↓1.87 92.46↓2.58 79.45↓15.59

Table 6: Results on PTB for exploratory experiment

used serialized representation—Prufer sequence454

and Bracket Tree, which are shown in Figure 3.455

Note that both Prufer sequence and Bracket Tree456

face the same word ambiguity issues; we associate457

each word with a unique position number as well.458

Prufer Sequence is a unique sequence associ-459

ated with the labeled tree in combinatorial mathe-460

matics. The algorithm which converts labeled tree461

into Prufer sequence does not preserve the root462

node, while in dependency parsing, the root is a463

unique word. To bridge this inconsistency, we in-464

troduce an additionally added virtual node to the465

dependency tree to mark the root word.466

Bracket Tree is one of the most commonly467

used serialization methods to represent the tree468

structure (Strzyz et al., 2019). By recursively469

putting the sub-tree nodes in a pair of brackets470

from left-to-right, bracket tree can build a bijection471

between parsing tree and bracket tree. More details472

about how to construct the Prufer sequence and the473

bracket tree are shown in Appendix C.474

We denote the experimental results of Prufer475

sequence and bracket tree as Prufer and Bracket,476

respectively, in Table 6. Both Prufer sequence477

and bracket tree undermine the performance of478

DPSG to a large margin, which indicates that our479

proposed Serializer provides a better serialized rep-480

resentation for the PLM to generate. This is be-481

cause our Serializer guarantees the dependency482

Prufer Sequence

Bracket Tree Sequence

Syntactic Dependency Tree

Ms.

plays

Haag Elianti .
nn

nsubj dobj punct

plays [root]     (Haag [nsubj]     ( Ms. [nn]     ) Elianti [dobj]      . [punct]     )3 12 4 5

2Ms. [nn]       Haag [nsubj]       Elianti [dobj]       . [punct]3 3 3

1

2

3

4 5

vitrual 6

Figure 3: Prufer sequence and Bracket Tree sequence
of the same sentence “Ms. Haag plays Elianti .”.

units in the output have the same order of the words 483

in the input sentences, while Prufer sequence and 484

bracket tree do not preserve the order. Thus, our 485

proposed DPSG expands the input sentence to gen- 486

erate the output sequence, while Prufer sequence 487

and bracket tree based DPSG reconstruct the syn- 488

tax dependency structure. As expansion strategy 489

has smaller generation space than reconstruction, 490

the serialization representation proposed in Sec- 491

tion 3.1 eases the learning complexity of the PLM, 492

and further brings better performance. 493

5.2 Special Tokens Designing 494

We further investigate whether the additionally in- 495

troduced special tokens are useful. 496

Relation Tokens. There are two different ways 497

to represent the dependency relations in the serial- 498

ized representation: adding a special token for each 499

dependency relation, or mapping each dependency 500

relation to one token in the original vocabulary 501

with the closest meaning, e.g., conj → conjunct. 502

Experimental results using word mapping is de- 503

noted as DPSG-rel in Table 6. DPSG-rel is inferior 504

than DPSG, which indicates that the special tokens 505

for relations are important. The reason is that if 506

7



we use the tokens in the original vocabulary, they507

interfere with their original meanings as the word.508

Special tokens disentangle the dependency relation509

from the words that could appear in the sentence.510

Positional Prompt. We are also particularly511

interested in the effectiveness of the positional512

prompts. We conduct experiments where the po-513

sitional prompt is removed and send the original514

input sentence to the PLM. The result is denoted515

as DPSG-pos in Table 6. DPSG-pos undermines the516

performance of DPSG because it requires the PLM517

to perform numerical reasoning, that is, to count518

for the position of each head word.519

5.3 Model Choosing520

Both BART and T5 are widely used encoder-521

decoder PLMs. We try BART-base as the backbone522

PLM in DPSG. Table 6 shows that BART under-523

mines the performance. In addition, BART has a524

significant performance drop after achieving the525

best performance, as shown in Appendix E.526

5.4 Legality527

There are two different legalities in DPSG. Forma-528

tion Legality focus on whether the sequence has the529

correct formation (see Section 3.1) and Structural530

Legality focus on the legality of the correspond-531

ing parsing structure. The statistics on PTB show532

that the formation legality of DPSG is 100%, and533

the structure legality of DPSG is 99.7%, which is534

acceptable in practical usage.535

6 Related Work536

6.1 Syntactic Dependency Parsing537

In-domain SyDP. Transition-based methods538

and graph-based methods are widely used in539

SyDP. Dozat and Manning (2017) introcude bi-540

affine attention into the graph-based methods. Ma541

et al. (2018) adopt pointer network to alleviate the542

drawback of local information in transition-based543

methods. Zhang et al. (2020) improve the CRF to544

capture second-order information.545

There are also researches using sequence to se-546

quence methods for SyDP. Li et al. (2018) use BiL-547

STM to predict the labeling of positions and rela-548

tions of dependency parsing. Strzyz et al. (2019)549

improve Li et al. (2018)’s method and explore more550

representation of predicated labeling sequence of551

dependency parsing. Vacareanu et al. (2020) use552

BERT to augment the sequence labeling methods.553

Unsupervised Cross-domain SyDP. The label- 554

ing of parsing data requires a wealth of linguis- 555

tics knowledge and this limitation facilitates the 556

research of unsupervised cross-domain DP. Yu 557

et al. (2015) introduce pseduo-labeling unsuper- 558

vised cross-domain SyDP via self-training. Li et al. 559

(2019) propose a cross-domain datasets CODT for 560

SyDP and build baselines for unsupervised cross- 561

domain SyDP. Lin et al. (2021) introduce feature- 562

based domain adaptation method in this field. 563

6.2 Semantic Dependency Parsing 564

Buys and Blunsom (2017) accomplish the first 565

transition-based parser for Minimal Recursion Se- 566

mantics (MRS). Zhang et al. (2016) present two 567

novel transition-systems to generate arbitrary di- 568

rected graphs in an incremental manner. Dozat 569

and Manning (2018) modify the Biaffine (Dozat 570

and Manning, 2017) for SeDP. However, due to the 571

words in SeDP may have multiple-head, there is 572

not sequence-based method for SeDP now. 573

6.3 Probing in Language Model 574

The research of exploring whether PLM can learn 575

the linguistic features during the pre-training pro- 576

cess, especially syntax knowledge, attracts some 577

attention. Hewitt and Manning (2019) map the dis- 578

tance between word embedding in PLM into the 579

distance in syntax tree and construct a syntax tree 580

without relation label. Clark et al. (2019) design 581

a structural probe to detect the ability of attention 582

heads to express dobj (direct object) dependency 583

relation. Their results prove the syntax knowledge 584

can also be found in the attention maps. 585

7 Conclusion 586

This paper proposes DPSG—a schema-free depen- 587

dency parsing method. By serializing the parsing 588

structure to a flattened sequence, PLM can directly 589

generate the parsing results in serialized representa- 590

tion. DPSG not only achieves good results in each 591

different schema, but also performs surprisingly 592

well on unsupervised cross-domain DP. The multi- 593

schemata experiments also suggest that DPSG is 594

capable of investigating the inner connection be- 595

tween different schemata dependency parsing. The 596

exploratory experiments and analyses demonstrate 597

the rationality of the designing of DPSG. Consid- 598

ering the unity, indirectness, and effectiveness of 599

DPSG, we believe it has the potential to become a 600

new paradigm for dependency parsing. 601
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Set Section Sentences Words

Train [2-21] 39, 832 95, 0028
Dev [22] 1, 700 40, 117
Test [23] 2, 416 56, 684

Table 7: Data statistics of PTB.

Domain Train Set Dev Set Test Set Unlabeled Set

BC 16.3K 1K 2K –
PB 5.1K 1.3K 2.6K 291K
PC 6.6K 1.3K 2.6K 349K
ZX 1.6K 0.5K 1.1K 33K

Table 8: Data statistics of CODT.

A Dataset Statistics917

The details about the statistics of datasets used in918

this paper are shown on Table 7, Table 8, Table 9919

and Table 10.920

B More Details on Baseline921

Baselines for in-domain SyDP.922

* 3 Biaffine: Dozat and Manning (2017) adopt bi-923

affine attention mechanism into the graph-based924

method of dependency parsing.925

* StackPTR: Ma et al. (2018) introduce the926

pointer network into the transition-based meth-927

ods of dependency parsing.928

* CRF: Zhang et al. (2020) improve the CRF to929

capture more high-order information in depen-930

dency parsing.931

• 4SeqNMT: Li et al. (2018) use an Encoder-932

Decoder architecture to achieve the Seq2Seq933

dependency parsing by sequence tagging. The934

BPE segmentation from Neural Machine Trans-935

lation (NMT) and character embedding from Al-936

lenNLP (Gardner et al., 2018) are applied to ar-937

gument their model.938

• SeqViable: Strzyz et al. (2019) explore four en-939

codings of dependency trees and improve the940

performance comparing with Li et al. (2018).941

• PaT: Vacareanu et al. (2020) use a simple tagging942

structure over BERT-base to achieve sequence943

labeling of dependency parsing.944

+ 5 CVT: Clark et al. (2018) propose another pre-945

train method named cross-view training, which946

3* means model without PLM
4• means sequence-based methods
5+ means model utilizing PLM

Schema Train Set ID Test Set OOD Test Set

DM 35, 656 1, 410 1, 849
PAS 35, 656 1, 410 1, 849
PSD 35, 656 1, 410 1, 849

Table 9: Data statistics of SDP15.

Domain Train Set Dev Set Test Set

NEWS 8, 301 534 1, 233
TEXT 128, 095 1, 546 3, 096

Table 10: Data statistics of SemEval16.

can be used in many sequence constructing task 947

including SyDP. The best results of CVT is 948

achieved by the multi-task pre-training of SyDP 949

and part-of-speech tagging. 950

+ MP2O: Wang and Tu (2020) use message pass- 951

ing GNN based on BERT to capture second-order 952

information in SyDP. 953

+ MRC: Gan et al. (2021) use span-based method 954

to construct the edges at the subtree level. The 955

Machine Reading Comprehension (MRC) is ap- 956

plied to link the different span. RoBERTa- 957

large (Liu et al., 2019) is applied to enhance the 958

representation of parser. 959

Baselines for cross-domain SyDP. 960

* Biaffine: Peng et al. (2019); Li et al. (2019) use 961

Biaffine trained on source domain and test on 962

target domain as the baseline of unsupervised 963

cross-domain SyDP. 964

* SSADP: Lin et al. (2021) use both semantic and 965

structural feature to achieve the domain adapta- 966

tion of unsupervised cross-domain parsing. 967

+ ELMo: Li et al. (2019) use ELMo with inter- 968

mediate fine-tuning in unlabeled text of target 969

domain to achieve the SOTA on unsupervised 970

cross-domain SyDP. 971

Baselines for SeDP. 972

* Biaffine: Dozat and Manning (2018) transfer the 973

Biaffine model from SyDP to SeDP. 974

* BS-IT: Wang et al. (2018) use graph-based 975

method for SeDP. 976

• HIT-SCIR: Che et al. (2019) propose a BERT- 977

based pipeline model for SeDP. 978

• BERT+Flair: He and D. Choi (2020) use BERT 979

and flair embedding (Akbik et al., 2018) to argu- 980

ment their modificated Biaffine. 981
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Figure 4: The Prufer Sequence of sentence “Ms. Haag plays Elianti .” is constructed from a to f .
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Figure 5: The Bracket Tree Sequence of sentence “Ms.
Haag plays Elianti .” is constructed following the topo-
logical order from a to e.

C Construction of Prufer Sequence982

C.1 Prufer Sequence983

The principle of construction is deleting the leaf984

node with minimum index and adding the index985

of its farther node into the prufer sequence. This986

process is repeated more times until there are only987

two nodes left in the tree.988

C.2 Prufer for Parsing Tree989

The arc in parsing tree is directed and thus is a990

rooted tree. When all the son nodes with smaller991

index are deleted, the root node will be treated as a992

leaf node then deleted in the next step. To address993

this problem, we add a virtual node with the maxi-994

5 10 15 20 25 30
Epoch

75.0

77.5

80.0

82.5

85.0

87.5

90.0

92.5

95.0

UA
S

Metric Comparison between T5 and BART

BART
T5

Figure 6: The UAS curves on dev sets of PTB between
of T5 and BART.

mum index and build a arc from virtual node to the 995

real root. This virtual root force the root node al- 996

ways being a leaf node in the whole construction of 997

prufer sequence. The overall construction process 998

as shown on Figure 4 (a)~(f). 999

D Construction of Bracket Tree 1000

The Bracket Tree uses Bracket to indicate levels 1001

of nodes. All the nodes belonging to the same 1002

level are wrapped in the same pair of brackets. The 1003

process of construction is shown on Figure 5. 1004
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E Comparison between T5 and BART1005

Figure 6 shows the UAS comparison on dev sets1006

of PTB between the T5 and BART in first 301007

epochs. After the first two epochs, the performance1008

of T5 raise rapidly and can better maintain perfor-1009

mance in the later stages of training. Although1010

BART achieves a better performance in the first1011

two round, but there is not much room for perfor-1012

mance improvement. To make matters worse, it1013

can be clearly seen that after achieving the best1014

performance, BART is very unstable, and even a1015

significant performance drop has occurred.1016
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